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INTRODUCTION

/
This program has supported theoretical and experimental studies in three
broad areas.

The first is a study of pair absorption processes which may be

viewed as a collisional process in which two atoms and a photon simultaneously
react and exchange energy.

The present goal is to investigate the possibility

of using such processes to construct new types of lasers.

Secondly, we have

invented and developed a promising new technique for pumping high pressure gas
systems using high power microwave pulses.
projects:

This work has led to two related

excitation of rare gas halide excimer lasers to achieve long pulse

lengths, high reliability and good efficiencies, and the excitation of metal
vapors to create new lasers.

Finally, we have been applying the anti-Stokes

light source developed here to practical measurements of VUV spectral features
both to elucidate the physics of such innershell transitions and to search for
transitions suitable for short wavelength lasers.

This last project has also

been partially supported by NASA.

i

Section 2 summarizes our research findings for these projects, and Sections 3 and 4 list the publications and personnel, respectively, supported by
this program. qour previous work under this contract on laser induced charge
exchange has been concluded and the results

t-hed.

A reprint is included
..

Acs

as Appendix A.
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A.

LUMMARY OF RESEARCH

Pair Absorption Processes
Pair absorption refers to a process in which two colliding atoms simul-

taneously absorb a single photon at a frequency corresponding to the sum
energy of the two product species.

The process may be viewed as an excita-

tion to a virtual level followed by collision, or alternately as an absorption by a quasi-molecule formed during collision.

Pair absorption provides

a general method for optically pumping the upper levels of both allowed and
non-allowed transitions.
In particular, Falcone has noted that pair absorption pumping allows
the inversion of the less dense of the two species with regard to its ground
level.
N
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The method may be used to

invert non-allowed, as well as allowed transitions.
The first example of lasing by pair absorption pumping was demonstrated
by Falcone and Zdasiuk.

The system, employing Ba and TI, was pumped at

3867 X and produced lasing at 1.5 pm. As a continuation of this work we proposed to attempt an inversion to ground via pair absorption pumping in Ba-Sr;
however, the high pump power (- 2.25/cm2 ) required created severe difficulties,
one of which was photoionization of the final states.

1R. W. Falcone and G. A. Zdasiuk, Opt. Lett.
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,

It was clear that a

155 (1980).

4!

better system would be more viable for the proposed study.

A system that con-

tained one species with a split ground state (such as T1 or In) would be a good
candidate as the threshold requirements would be relaxed in that the lower
laser level would be considerably less populated than the ground state.

Fur-

thermore, if the pair absorption coincided with a known excimer the pair absorption could provide a means of converting the excimer into the visible.
At the close of the last reporting period we were beginning an extensive
search for possible excimer pumped pair absorption systems that would lase in
the visible.

Over thirty-four elements were included in a computerized search

for pair absorptions that would coincide with a known excimer or efficient

I

ultraviolet laser.

The results yielded twenty-six possible pair processes

(Table 1); however, only four of these coincide with existing excimers.

Of

these four only one, Ba-Na, has a strong absorption coefficient, and even this
scheme would require inversion to ground to obtain a laser.

It is clear that

useful coincidences are rare.
The results of the search are not totally discouraging, as it points out
the possibility of studying in detail pair absorption lasers.

The second entry

in Table I, Pb-In, has a strong absorption coefficient and it has an output
laser wavelength in the visible (Fig. I).

Lasing in this system will occur on

the 4511 X line of indium to its split ground state.

The advantage of this

scheme is that it will be easier to invert to the 5P

2

P/

2

than to the 5P 2P

2

20obecause initially the

P

will have a lower population.

3/2w'.

on this line is slightly higher.

Furthermore, the gain

The absorption coefficient for this system has

been measured recently and found to be 4.7 X 10 -3 6 [In][Pbl, which is larger
than the calculated value of 1.8 X 10-36 (In][Pb].
density of

-

1016 cm

3

Combined with an indium

2
this yields a modest pump energy density of 0.2 J/cm

3

Table 1
Ultraviolet Pair Absorptions (a)

j

*I

Output Laser

( )

Absorption Coefficient (b)

Pump Laser

Pb-Gd

2828 (XeBr) (c)

5576

Pb-In
TI-Ba

2855

4511

2751

5826

Pb-Ba

2749

5826

Pb-TI

2693

5352

Sn-Sc

2478 (KrF)

5020

7.3 X 10-37
1.8 x l0"3
5.3 X 10-37
5.0 X 10-38
6.0 x i0-38
8.6 x 10"38

In-Pb

2667

4059

5.8 x 10-3 8

In-Gd

3933

5938

1.2 x 10- 37

Ba-Gd
Pb-Gd

2945
2832

Pb-Gd
TI-Na (d

2953

6336
6926
5938

1.4 X lo7.4 x IO"35
6.4 x i0" 38
2.6 X 10- 37

4038

TI-Eu
In-Ca

3384

--

3866

--

1.7 x 10- 37
3.4 x io"37

In-Eu (d)

4 171

--

2.1 X 10-36

In-Tm

3765

--

6.3 x 1o38

Ba-Li

3803

--

3.1 x 10-37

Ba-Na

3527 (XeF)

--

2.0 X 10" 35

--

Ba-Eu

2853
3016

--

2.0 X 10- 7
1.7 x 1o"3

Pb-Ca

2915

--

5.5 X 103 7

Pb-Eu
Pb-Tm

3085 (XeCI)

--

7.8 x 10-3 8

2857

-"

1.4 X 10" 3

Pb-Tm

2852

--

6.5 X 10-3 7

Pb-Tm

2664

--

2.4 X 10-38

Pb-Yb

2800

--

2.2 X 10-36

SBa-Ca

*ground

( )

Elements

(a)This table is not exhaustive nor does it include the Ba-Sr, Ba-TI, or Ba-Ba
systems that have already been observed.
(b)The absorption coefficient shown should be multiplied by the product of the
state number densities (in cm'3) to obtain the fractional absorption
per centimeter.
(c)If the pump laser should lie within 10 X of a known excimer laser the corresponding excimer is listed following the pump wavelength.
(d)These systems were included as they may be useful for inversion to ground

even though the pump is greater than 4000
-4-
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Fig. 1--Energy level diagram of pair absorption laser.
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(compared to 2.2 J/cm2 for Ba-Sr).

Finally, the problem of Raman gain into

the lower laser level is minimized as the threshold for this process requires
a

N= 5 x 101 7 cm

3

Pwhich is a factor of 50 larger than current operating

parameters.
In summary, the Pb-In system should provide a means of studying such effects as defocusing of the pump beam (i.e., beam blow-up) when pumping pair
absorptions with high powers, the interplay of Raman and pair absorption processes, the polarization of the output laser with respect to the pump, and,
finally, it would bring us closer to the realization of using pair absorption
to invert a species to its ground state.

B.

Microwave Pumped Excimer Lasers
During the past year, we have concentrated on improving the operation of

the microwave pumped XeCI

laser.

The goal has been to improve the 0.006%

efficiency previously reported and to extend the pulse length beyond the
earlier 100 ns limit.

Higher efficiencies and longer pulse lengths could

make the microwave pumped XeCt* laser a viable source of good mode quality,
short UV pulses by the use of traditional mode locking techniques which are
not generally possible with dc discharge excimer lasers due to the short pulse
lengths.

Microwave excitation should also result in improved lifetime and

reliability.
As previously reported, a 600 kW magnetron was used to pump the gas mixture in a 3 != diameter quartz tube.
with peak powers of 0.1%.

Using this power source, 150 ns pulses

500 W have been attained representing an efficiency of

This is in contrast to the 100 ns pulses with peak powers of - 30 W

reported earlier.

Repetition rates have also been improved from 10 Hz to over

400 Hz but with significantly reduced performance at the high repetition rates.

-6-

7T

4
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Using a new Varian SFD-303B coaxial magnetron which can provide up to

1.4 MW, 3.5 jis long pulses at 9.375 GHz, pulse lengths of 200 ns have been
observed but at reduced peak powers of

-

250 W representing an efficiency of

The laser cell used with the new Varian magnetron differed slightly

0.03%.

from that previously reported in that an exchangeable coupling plate was employed to allow for optimizing the microwave power deposition into the gain
medium.

Also, preionization by the low pressure xenon tube was no longer used.

The best coupling observed with this design was 100% absorption for the first
500 ns of the pump pulse followed by a decrease to 50% rf absorption.

The

laser action occurred at the point of maximum fluorescence which coincided

,1

with the drop in
rf absorption.

Repetition rate in this design was limited

to 190 Hz.

The 200 ns pulses obtained with the 1.4 MW magnetron had a lower efficiency than the 150 ns pulses obtained with the 600 kW source largely because
of the difference of the input power.

Presently we are redesigning the laser

cell with a smaller tube radius and a confocal resonator to achieve higher
power deposition per unit volume.

This new design will have a smaller active

volume and thus allow a smaller pump source to achieve the equivalent or higher
power density in the gain medium as the 1.4 MW source with the previous design.
This should improve efficiencies provided the microwave power can be absorbed
in the smaller volumes.
The absorption in the present cell is presumably limited by a high electron density screening out the microwaves after the first 500 ns resulting in
*

the observed 50% decrease in rf absorption.
by a

A finite skin depth is evident

1 mm ring of bright visible fluorescence at the edge of the plasma.

For a uniform plasma, the absorption skin depth is proportional to

7

(Vc/One)I/2

where

vc

is the collision frequency,

ne

is the electron density, and

w

is the microwave frequency; our qualitative observations indicate that as the
ne

pressure is increased

increases faster than

skin depths and nonuniform excitation.

vc

resulting in shorter

The new design with the decreased tube

radius will thus not only increase the power deposition per unit volume but
also alleviate the skin depth problem.
In addition, a new gas manifold is also under construction to accompany
the new laser design.

In response to previous contamination problems, the

new recirculating system is constructed largely of nickel, which is particularly corrosion resistant to HCI gas.

Furthermore, a filter and a molecular

sieve have been added to prevent contamination by ferrous chloride particles
released by the HCI tank and to prevent pump oil vapor from entering the recirculating system.

To help characterize and improve the conditions for high

repetition rates, provisions have been made to cool the gas and monitor its
mass flow rate.
In general, the new manifold and laser design will reduce contamination
of the laser mixture while increasing the power per unit volume deposited in
the active region.

This method of increasing the power density by decreasing

the active volume offers the possibility of higher efficiencies in the microwave pumped XeCt* laser and of pumping lower gain excimer systems.

C.

Development of a Tunable Narrowband XUV Light Source
Based on the proposal of Harris,

in the extreme ultraviolet.

I

we have developed a new light source

The source is based upon the scattering of a

tunable visible laser off excited helium metastable atoms (spontaneous

1S. E. Harris, Appl. Phys. Lett.

-8-

11, 498 (1977).

anti-Stokes Raman scattering).

Photons of energy equal to the sum of the

helium storage energy and the incident laser photon energy are time gated
with the incident laser and have a very narrow bandwidth (the convolution of
the laser bandwidth and the Doppler width if the helium atoms).
I
In the first experiment we measured the absorption spectra of potassium

in the spectral interval 535.4

-

546.5 X (182,975 cm

I

- 186,679 cm-I) with a

resolution of approximately 1.3 cm - . The experimental apparatus used and
recorded absorption scans of potassium are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that
the apparatus involves no spectrometer.

This is possible because the dis-

charge is being operated at very low current so that the background radiation
from the discharge is at a minimum.

The anti-Stokes light is then seen on top

of this constant background.
The extent of tunability in this first experiment was limited by the
brightness of the source.

Since then we have embarked on a new apparatus

design which has greatly increased brightness, signal to noise, and hence
tuning range.

The present appratus design is shown in Fig.

introduced an intense pulsed discharge to the system.

4

. Here we have

One result of this is

an expected increase in helium metastable population (and hence anti-Stokes
brightness) by roughly a factor of 100.

Another result of the introduction of

this pulsed discharge is a much greater increase in the background from the
discharge.

Hence, we have found it necessary to insert a spectrometer into

the system which serves as a rejection filter against the intense background
radiation while passing the anti-Stokes light.

The result of these modifica-

tions is that we have increased the signal to noise of the anti-Stokes light
by a factor of roughly 20 over the first experiment.
IJ. E. Rothenberg, J. F. Young, and S. E. Harris, Opt. Let. 6, 363 (1981).
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With the increased tunability we expect, we intend to first examine a
more complete spectral range in the innershell excitation of potassium.

The

source then may be used for examination of Rydberg autoionizing states and
other states interesting for possible laser construction in the 500 a region.
In addition, the source can be used in conjunction with an electron detection
apparatus to examine excitation of autoionizing states by detecting the subsequently ejected electrons after exciting the states with the anti-Stokes
light source.

D.

Microwave Pumping of Metal Vapors
We are currently investigating the possibility of obtaining large popula-

tions of metal vapor atoms in excited electronic states by using microwave
pumping.

Intense microwave fields are used to ionize metal atoms, which sub-

sequently recombine with electrons through a process of three-body recombination.

Recombination occurs preferentially into higher energy levels, thereby

creating large excited state populations.

Particularly interesting are the

long-lived states because large amounts of energy can be stored in them.

This

stored energy can then be used for various collisional and radiative transfer
processes.

The use of microwaves as a pump is attractive for several reasons.

Electromagnetic fields in the GHz range couple power into a plasma much more
effectively than radio frequency or dc fields.

That means that microwave dis-

charges can be more efficient, and sustained for longer periods of time.

Also,

the relative maturity of that particular technology makes high power microwave
sources commercially available.
1
our group

A microwave pumped excimer laser built in

has already demonstrated a number of advantages of microwave pumping.

A. J. Mendelsohn, R. Normandin, S. E. Harris, and J. F. Young, Appl. Phys.
Lett. 38, 603 (April 1981).

-
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Over the past year, a system has been set up for microwave pumping of
metal vapors, and has been used to study the excitation of Sr. vapor.
objective is to populate the 5s5p 3P

The

level of Sr, which is a weakly allowed

transition to ground at 6893 1. It has been shown

that the level in question

is efficiently populated, by collisional and radiative processes, from other
states.

If this state inverts with respect to ground, it could be Q-switched

to obtain high peak power pulses.

Even if no inversion occurs, the long life-

time (- 75 ls) of this state offers attractive energy storage.

The apparatus

consists of a metal vapor cell that has been specially designed so that the
microwave power can be coupled into the cell.

Metal vapor is contained in a

dielectric tube, which rests on the bottom of a stainless steel tube.

The

steel tube contains two compartments that serve as waveguides and there are
coupling slots between them.

Power from a 60 kW peak power magnetron is de-

livered to one waveguide, and is coupled uniformly with distance to the waveguide that contains the dielectric tube.

In this way, plasma is generated in

the dielectric tube, and Sr atoms become electronically excited through plasma
recombination.

The whole cell is heated from the outside to maintain a de-

sired vapor pressure of Sr.
In the first round of this experiment, we were unable to obtain a large
population in the Sr 5s~p 3P1 state. This may have been due to the coating o
the alumina tube by the Sr atoms, thereby partially shielding out the microwave
field.

We have recently purchased some sapphire tubes, and preliminary results

look qualitatively encouraging, in that the discharge is much brighter, and it
is now bluish, characteristic of the Sr resonance line radiation.

J. J. Wright and L. C. Balling, J. Chem. Phys. 73, 1617 (August 1980);
P. P. Sorokin and J. R. Lankard, Phys. Rev. 186, 186 (October 1969).
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In the next few weeks, we expect to use the transient absorption of a
probe laser beam to measure the excited state population.

If we succeed in

obtaining a large population, we plan to use it to demonstrate a radiative
collision laser for the first time.

*..1
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Laser-induced chargetransfer collisions of calcium ions with strontium atoms
M. D. Wright, D. M. O'Brien, J. F. Young, and S. E. Harris
Eduard L. Ginzton Laboratoy Stanford Ufiversit, Stanford, California 94305
(Received 23 April 1981)
Experimental studies of two lose-induced charge-transfer reactin in Ca and Sr are
presented. In both reaictions, a Ca ion collides with an Sr neutral in the presence of a

lase field to produce a Ca neutral and an excited Sr ion. The two reactions differ in the
final level of the Sr* species. The collision cross sections associated with these reactions
are studied as fuunctions of applied lase frequency and power density. The largestcrs
section induced is equal to 10"1 cm2', obtained at a power density of 2X 10' W/cm2 .
Differences in experimental results associated with the two reactions are explained qualitatively by an examination of the potential curves of the CaSr + quasimolecule.
1. INTRODUCTION

The laser-induced charge-transfer collisions given
by Eqs. (ia) and (1W appear quite similar, the final
levels of the target species differing only in J value.
However, there are significant differences in the
character of the two reactions. In a lae-induced
charge-transfer collision. the collision cross section
maximizes at a wavelength which is detuned from
the wavelength of the photon which exactly satis-

Laser-induced collision processes constitute a
technique for energy transfer in atomic systems
and as such may have application to the development of high-energy visible and ultraviolet lasers.
For example, an electrical discharge might be used
create a large metastable population in one
species 4 nd the stored energy could then be rapidly

Ito

transferred by laser-induced collision to a losing

_

______________

level in a second species. A lawe-induced chargetransfer collision' -5 is a particularly interesting
process in that it exploits a high-capacity storage

&*Of50
51/2iTE

Ithspublication we present an experimental
study of two laser-induced charge-transfer collision
processes:

049.
T
1

Ca+(4sSun.1)+Sr(5sZ'SO)+4I(4715 X)

-.

Ca(4s 2

So)+Sr+(5pPF0/)

,

49305cm'

1 & kI/ s 2
45926cmi-1

(1a)

1
Ca+(4s 2S,,
2 )4Sr(Ss S0)+4t$4795 A)

-. Ca(4s 2 1Soi+Sr+(5p'PP /).

(lb)

m~

An energy-level diagram pertinent to both
processes is shown in Fig. 1. Without the lase
photon the processes of Eq. (1) are endothermic
and have a vanishingly small collision cross section. The lna photon supplies necessary energy
and may be thought of as raising one of the two Sr
valence electron to a virtual level of Su5s 5p 'Pol)
character. The Sr atom in a virtual level then col-CaS
lides with a ground-state Ca ion which captures
the remaining Sr valence electron, leaving a Ca
ground-state neutral and an excited Sr ion.

oS
FIG. 1. Energy level diagram for lase-induced
charge-transfer reactions (Ial and (lb).

*24
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1751

fies the energy defect between the initial and final
states of the collision system when the colliding
species are infinitely separated (,R..). As indicated in Fig. 1, the cross section associated with reaction (Ia) maximizes when the photon is 70 cm-'
more energetic than X. -. , while the cross section
associated with reaction (lb) maximizes when the

pulses are spatially combined with a dichroic mirror and focused to an area of 10- 3 cm 2 inside the
metal vapor cell. Thus, power densities of several
GW/cm2 are available. The metal vapor cell is
heated to -850"C and produces ground-state densities of about 10' 6 cm - ' of both Sr and Ca, 15
torr of argon buffer gas is used to protect the cell

photon is 515 cm -' more energetic than

windows.

.n-..

In order to observe the charge-transfer processes
described by Eqs. (la) and (Ib), two lasers are used:
one to produce Cal population for energy storage,
and the second to affect energy transfer to the excited Sr' level. A schematic of the optical system
employed to observe reaction (la) is shown in Fig.
2. An actively mode-locked and Q-switched
Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) oscillator generates -2 mJ of 1.06-jum radiation in a train of
pulses. Each pulse is 100 ps in duration and there
are about 10 pulses in the train. The pulse train is
amplified by a series of Nd:YAG amplifiers having
a final aperture of 0.95 cm and typically supplying
a total of 300 mJ. Two KDOP (potassium didenterium phosphate) crystals are used to generate

The wavelength of the pump dye laser is tuned
2
to 5361 A, which corresponds to the Ca(4s IS 0 )Ca(4s4d 'D 2 ) two-photon transition. Ca ions are
produced by resonantly enhanced three-photon ionization. The pulse from the transfer laser arrives
in the cell 5 us after the pump laser pulse to eliminate possible two-photon effects. Back-directed
fluorescence from the target level population created by the laser-induced charge-transfer process is
collected by a mirror with a hole in it and focused
into a I-m spectrometer having a resolution of 2.5
, and an RCA 31034 photomultiplier at its exit
slit.
In order to observe the laser-induced chargetransfer process denoted by Eq. (Ib), more energy
in the transfer laser pulse is required than that
which can be delivered by the transfer laser system
described above. Therefore, a Quanta-Ray PDL
dye laser is used as the transfer laser. A schematic
is shown in Fig. 3. The Quanta-Ray dye laser produces about 10 mJ in the desired wavelength region with a spectral linewidth of about 0.5 cm - '
and a pulse duration of 5 ns. In this configuration

3547-A radiation by successive second harmonic
generation and mixing. The -90 mJ of 3547-A
radiation is separated by a prism, split, and used to
pump two dye lasers. Each dye laser is synchronously pumped." prism tuned, and cavity dumped
to produce a single 40 ps pulse of tunable visible
radiation with an energy of from 0.1 to 0.5 mJ and
a linewidth of - 10 cm-. The two dye laser

the transfer laser pulse follows the pump laser
pulse by about 30 ns. The longer delay between
pump and transfer laser pulses is necessary because
of the greater jitter in pulse timing using two independent lasers.
In both charge-transfer experiments the transfer
laser wavelength is scanned and the intensity of
fluorescence from the target level population is

Also, the values and line shapes of the cross sections for reactions (la) and (b) are considerably
different. These differences are a result of the
quasimolecular potentials associated with the different target levels.
II. APPARATUS
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FIG. 2. Schematic of optical system used to observe
reaction (la.

OUANTARAYOT
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ITRANSFER)

FIG. 3. Schematic of optical system used to observe
reaction (Ib).
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recorded both as a function of the transfer laser
wavelength and as a function of time. Time resolution is accomplished by processing the signal

47154

from the photomultiplier with four electronic in-

LASER-INOUCED

tegrators which are gated on during consecutive
10-ns time intervals. The outputs of the integrators are input to a Cromemco Z-2D minicomputer
which stores the information on a disk for later
data smoothing.
Determination of collision cross sections associated with reactions (Ia) and (lb) requires the measurement of the initial Ca' population density as
well as the measurement of the excited Sr* densities. Excited Sr + densities are determined from
the fluorescent signals which are produced during
the experimental procedures described above. The
Ca + population density is determined by measuring the absorption of a probe beam at 3934 A corresponding to the Ca+(4s 2S|/2)-Ca+(4p
3/2)
transition. The apparatus used to make this measurement is the same as that shown in Fig. 3, with
the modification that the spectrometer is moved
directly behind the cell such that the probe laser
beam passes through the entrance slit of the spectrometer after emerging from the cell.

CHARGE TRANSFER
4730A

4607 A
Sr(5S2 ISO)478oW

Sr(55s0 'PO)

Sr(5s

oso)-

sr (5s7d ' 2)

Z
>

~Sr(S

4870 A

SO)
'So)
Sr(S8S'S 0

ISr('

5

II

o

.
0i
12
10 ns

IlL RESULTS
Scans associated with reaction (1a) are presented
in Fig. 4. In this figure, luoresceice at 4078 A is
plotted as a function of transfer laser wavelength
for each of the sequential 1O-ns observation time
intervals. The laser-induced charge-transfer signal
peaks at 4715 A. The line shape associated with
this process is characterized by a slight tail on the
blue side of the peak and a width of -50 cm'

a2

ns

30nn
_
_

full width at half maximum (FWHM). The other
peaks in these scans represent noise processes and

_

46o

,_ 1_
4700

_

_

_A___

_

I_.___
49o 490

5000
TRANSFER LASER WAVELENGTH (A)

FIG. 4. Fluorescence from Sr t (Sp "P312 ) population
as a function of transfer laser wavelength and time.

correspond to known single- or two-photon transitions in Sr or Ca. When the transfer laser is tuned
to 4607 A., for example, SrfSs Sp 1P) atoms are
produced: these excited atoms collide with
ground-state Ca + to produce Sr +Op 2 P3/2) population by way of normal exothermic (-600 cm- ')
charge transfer.7 The importance of time resolved
detection is now apparent in that the laser-induced
charge-transfer signal decays rapidly relative to the
other lines. In the laser-induced collision process,
energy transfer occurs only when the laser field is
present; hence, fluorescence from the target state
must maximize during the time the transfer laser
pulse is present and then decay at a rate which is
commensurate with the lifetime of the target state.

which in this case is approximately 7 ns.8 In the
other processes, energy transfer occurs as long as
ions and excited neutrals are present; since these
species exist for long times, so also does fluores.
cence.
Figure 5 presents scans associated wit", react'on
(Ib). Fluorescence at 4216 A is plotted as a function of transfer laser wavelength for the different
observation time intervals. The laser-induced
charge-transfer signal is the broad curve peaking at
4795 A and upon which other narrow lines are superimposed. The linewidth of this process is - 300

-21-
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induced charge-transfer collisions; inelastic collisions then transfer this excitation to the
Sr*(5p 3P*i/2) level, which fluoresces at 4216 A.
Since the Sr+(5p 211,) population decays rapidly,
so must the Sr+(p 3 P/2) population.
Several diagnostic measurements were made to
confirm the interpretation of the peaks at 4715 and
4795 A as due to laser-induced charge-transfer collisions. These were: (I) detuning the pump laser
by 10 A from the Ca(4S2 ISO).Ca(4s4d 'D 2) twophoton transition eliminated the Ca (4s 'S1/ 2 ) poulation and caused the signals at 4715 and 4795
A to disappear, the two-photon noise lines
remained; (2) tuning the pump laser to the
Sr(5s2 ISo)-Sr(5p 2 'SO) two-photon transition proSr+(5s 2SI/2) population; no signals at 4715
or 4795 A were observed, while two-photon lines
appeared; and (3) the linewidth. shape, and position
of the peaks at 4715 and 4795 A were unaffected

4"951
LASER-INDUCED
CHARGE TRANSFERby1;

ons
t:

UJduced
IOns

*
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~4J

by changing the argon buffer-gas pressure.

0The
Ltions

collision cross sections associated with reac(la) and (lb) are determined from the relation

(r)1(2)

CU20ns

N(Ca4 )

N(Sr)fPr

is the number density of excited
N(Sr +I) (where
Sr + created by the laser-induced charge-transfer

20n$

process. N(Ca + ) is the number density of ground-

state Ca + created by the pump laser, N(Sr) is the

FIG. 5. Fluorescence from Sr+(5p 'P71/) population
as a function of transfer laser wavelength and time. Signals at 4607, 4648. 4694. 4775, 4780. 4785. 4870. and
4q10 A correspond to single- and two-photon transitions
in Sr and Ca. and are not labeled for purposes of clarity,
The vertical sensitivity is increased by a factor of 13 at
4685 A.

number density of ground-state Sr neutrals, I is
relative speed between Ca ions and Sr neutrals,
and r is the duration of the transfer laser pulse.
N(Sr + * ) is determined from the amplitude of
fluorescence as recorded by the photomultiplier and
signal processing electronics in conjunction with a
calibration of the transmittance of the collection
optics. N(Ca + ) is determined by the method of
equivalent width9 from the absorption of a probe
laser beam which is scanned through the
Ca+(4s 2St/ 2)-Ca+(4p P3/2) transition. N(Sr) is
also measured by the equivalent width method.
with a white-light absorption scan. As an example
of the determination of a cross section associated
with reaction (la). the following measurements
were made: At a cell temperature of 8500C. the

cm-1, and the shape is roughly symmetrical. Note
again the rapid decay of the laser-induced chargetransfer signal relative to the other lines. One exception is the line at 4715 A, which also decays
rapidly with time. The kinetics associated with
this peak are probably as follows: Radiation at
4715 A populates the Sr+(Sp P*,,z) level via laser-

ground-state Sr density was determined to be
N(Sr)=(2.4_ l.0)x l0I cm-'. With the pump
laser operating at a power density of 4x 10'
W/cm2 , and a ground-state Ca neutral density of
N(Ca)=6x 10" cm - ', the ground-state Ca + density was measured to be N(C+=(4.5±2.4)x 104
cm-_.
At a transfer laser power density of
1.2X 100 W/cm-. the STOp -1/ 2 ) density was mea-

30
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sured to be N(Sr+*)=(2.6+ 1.6)x 10" cm . Thus,
10-9
s, Eq. (2)
with V =9.4 x W cm/s, and r"=5x
gives or=(5.1 +4.6) X 10-17 cm 2 . Further values of
collision cross sections for both reactions (1a) and
(Ib) are plotted as a function of transfer laser
power density in Fig. 6.

IV. DISCUSSION
The different experimental results obtained for
the different reactions can be explained qualitatively by considering the potential energy curves of the
CaSr * quasimolecule. Figure 7 shows the potential curves which asymptotically approach the initial and final states of reactions (la) and (lb).
These curves result from induced polarizations and
van der Waais interactions, and are computed from
0
experimental values of polarizabilites' and oscilla8
tor strengths. "11 It is apparent that the curves associated with the initial and final states of reaction
(1a) are very nearly parallel. Hence, the wavelength of the photon which connects these two
curves at the R where the maximum transition rate

occurs is not detuned very much from the ki

i
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connects the curves at R =8.7 A; R= =4916 A).
The reason for the difference in the potential
curves of the two reactions is the near coincidence
of the Sr(Sp 2 P1l,2 ) level with the resonance line of
Ca.
The fact that the collision cross section associated with reaction (Ia) is larger than that associated
with reaction (I b) is a result of two factors. First,
the detuning of a photon at 4715 A relative to the
5s p 'p state of the Sr atom is 500 cm - , while
the detuning of a photon at 4795 A is 850 cm-', it
is expected that the collision cross section is inversely proportional to the square of this detuning.
Second, the nearly parallel quasimolecular
potential-energy curves associated with the initial
and final states of reaction (1a) imply a long collision interaction time, while the nonparallel curves
associated with reaction (lb) imply a short interaction time.
The explanations given above regarding the distinctions between reactions (1a) and tb) are quali2 "3
tative in nature. The Landau-Zener formalism'

in conjunction with a widely used form for the

-.

charge-transfer interaction Hamiitonian" leads to
very erroneous predictions for reactions (la) and
(Ib), i.e., collision cross sections which are an order
of magnitude larger than those measured, and line
and are
shapes which peak farther from AR.
much broader than those observed.

wavelength (4715 A connects the curves at R =8.8
=4730 A). The parallel nature of the
A; AR.
curves also results in a narrow linewidth for the
laser-induced collision process. In reaction (Ib), on
the other hand, it is evident from Fig. 7 that the
curves associated with the initial and final states of
the system are very different from one another.
Thus, the photon which connects these curves at
nbtheconsiderably from the
appropriate
p
aR is detuned
A.R-. photon, and the linewidth is broad (4795 A
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